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Perspective guidance of the front operator
The geometric computer and the approval recorder are integrated in the CEO++ system. The guidance of the machine by 
the front operator happens via a clearly arranged and simple perspective view. In this perspective view the front operator 
can simply recognize the track geometry that combines the remaining geometry fault after operation. 

Full automatic guidance of the machine
With conventional machines the front operator and the tamping operator must guide the machine with manual input of 
correction values. Via measurements and complex mathematic formulas the system7 tamper can calculate these correction 
values and the machine can be fully automatic and faultless guided. 
  

Control technique
A modern fi eld bus system with IP67 compact modules is installed. The system is failure proof. Remote maintenance via 
GSM is a standard feature. Via WIFI the service manager can connect wireless with the computer of the machine. The sim-
ple operation occurs via touch panel, joystick and rotating mouse.

Full predictive conditioning monitoring RaVeM
Via computer, tablet or smartphone the data from the machine can be shown through the RaVeM platform. RaVeM offers a 
Web based platform with which actual data like location, condition and operational status can be viewed simple and secure 
at any time. The data are analysed and interpreted and allow a condition based projectable maintenance. For instance axle 
gearbox, distribution gearbox, tamping banks, fuel and oil consumption, hydraulic and engine oil quality are being monitored. 

Provisions to reduce life cycle costs
The machine is equipped with wheels with disk brakes and the UIC wheel wear profi le S1002. A standard equipped bypass 
fi lter ensures a constant high oil quality. A vacuum pump on the hydraulic tank minimizes the loss of oil during maintenance 
work. An electrical generator with 25 KW supplies power for the supply system on board and the three climate control sys-
tems. During longer stand still periods the engine is turned off and the generator is running. This saves energy and the main 
diesel engine is not burdened. During longer non-operating periods the batteries are charged by the solar system mounted 
on the roof of the machine. The machine is generally equipped with LED lights. 
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A NEW TAMPING CULTURE 
The heart of the machine is the current most modern silent 
tamping bank with full hydraulic drive. The tamping bank vib-
rates only during penetration and compaction of the ballast. 
Unique is the universal tamping cylinder. Rotating parts are 
redundant. Because of this an extreme reduction of overhaul 
and repair costs of the tamping bank is achieved.

  The noise is reduced signifi cantly by more than 7 dBA 
 in comparison with conventional tamping banks.

  The tamping bank calculates during tamping the
  ballast bed hardness and the achieved compaction
 force of the ballast under each sleeper.

  The reduction of noise emission and vibration mini-
 mize the burden of the operator and the environment.
  Numerous inventions bring this machine at the highest
 available technological level on the market and over-
 take the competitors. 

OUTSTANDING INNOVATIONS
Integration of 3rd point lifting into main lifting and lining unit 
Integration of the third point lifting in the main lining and lifting unit allows lifting always on the same long sleeper. 
Additional devices like laser control to avoid torsion of the switch are redundant. 

New roller clamp technique
Due to the new fl exible version of the roller clamp mechanism no adjustment according to roller wear or different 
railhead heights are necessary anymore.   

The functionality was developed in such a manner that the rail of the branch track can be clamped. 
Therefor the use of the hook is reduced signifi cantly.

Automatic selection of the lining and lifting unit
Via a laser scanner the switch is scanned in front of the lining and lifting unit. By using a computer program the collected data 
are calculated and automatically the selection for the hook or roller clamp and the position of the lining and lifting device is de-
termined. Because of this the burden for the operator is decreased and he can fully concentrate on tamping. 

Optical measuring system
The new developed digital camera system combines the lining, top level and cross level measurement in just one device. The usu-
al common failure sensitive three steel chords with the mechanical cross adjustment on the front and rear trolley are redundant. 
The camera device is located between the tamping banks and the lining and lifting unit. At the front and the back of the machine a 
trolley with a led pattern is installed. The digital camera recognize the pattern from their position and calculate the vertical horizon-
tal and cross-angle position of the track. Due to the pattern recognition the system is fault-tolerant and is controlling itself. 

UNIVERSAL TAMPER 4.0
The Universal Tamper 4.0 is a high output – Universal machine for effi cient tamping of plain line and swit-
ches. Main topics of the new development are minimizing the operating costs and LCC, provides simple 
operation, full automatic guidance of the machine without additional input of corrective parameters by the 
operator, constant conditioning monitoring of the tamping banks and the machine with trend analyses for 
the maintenance planning and innovative technique. 

Approval measuring system
For the approval a special measuring trolley was developed which adjust itself automatically during measurements to 
the lining and top level of the rail. With the help of an often in aviation used navigation unit the remaining error course 
of the track after operation is measured. From this absolute measurement the approval parameters (versine, longitu-
dinal level, cross level, twist etc.) can be calculated and reported. The reports are custom made.

Check of the absolute calibration
The measuring system is installed with a mechanism that can be activated with a push button and checks the abso-
lute calibration of the optical measuring system. Thereby the right functioning of the total measuring devices can 
be checked.
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